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Pawnee Nation Now      

Saves Over 50% on       

Road Repairs, Thanks      

to Asphalt Zipper 
By  Jim Keller 

 

The roads in the Pawnee Nation and the surrounding 

county were simply falling apart. Most of them consisted 

of only chip and seal over gravel and many of these had 

little or no base at all under them. They were doomed to 

fail. 

Time and weather had conspired together to make 

these aging roads rough and potholed. Until recently the 

method of repair was to drive a motor grader up and 

down the roads with rippers deployed to dig up the old 

surface. Then the grader would fold the material back and 

forth in an effort to further break it up. 

Finally they would take a sheeps foot roller over the 

road to compact it. After smoothing it out as best they 

could they would again apply a chip and seal wear sur-

face. The finished product was far from adequate. 

The Pawnee Nation Department of Transportation & 

Safety (PN DOTS) and the county commissioners knew 

there had to be a better way to repair their roads to make 

them last longer. They knew they could totally rebuild 

them but total rebuilds were an expense they were not 

prepared to fund. 

While attending a statewide commissioner meeting, 

they were introduced to a representative from Asphalt 

Zipper by a commissioner whose county already owned 

one. 

They were impressed, not only by the machine itself, 

but by the glowing report from the person who intro-

duced them. They decided to schedule a demonstration in 

their county and soon purchased a 6-foot Asphalt Zipper 

and also a loader to run it. 

The current PN DOTS road foreman, Darrell Flow-

ers, says the Asphalt Zipper serves their needs perfectly 

because it grinds the old chip and seal roads up so fine 

and produces such a great base. Roads repaired with the 

Asphalt Zipper are now very smooth. He said sometimes 

they apply fly ash to the road surface and blend it in to 

solidify the base in certain areas where it’s soft. The 

problem is fixed. He said they just couldn’t do that the 

old way. 

Flowers reported that in the last 4 years they have 

owned it, they have recycled over a hundred miles of 

roads for not only the Pawnee Nation, but also for the 

county they live in. He said they are currently saving well 

over 50% on their road repairs using the Asphalt Zipper. 

It easily paid for itself a long time ago. 

One of the best results about owning a Zipper, he 

said, is that they are able to employ some of their own 

people as road crew. 

 

For more information please visit the Asphalt Zipper 

website at: http://asphaltzipper.com/ 

Darrell Flowers, PNDOTS Road Foreman 

6 Foot Asphalt Zipper Shown Pulverizing a County Road 


